A well-established motor timing paradigm, the Synchronization-Continuation Task (SCT), quantifies how accurately participants can time finger tapping to a rhythmic auditory beat (synchronization phase) then maintain this rhythm after the external auditory cue is extinguished, where performance depends on an internal representation of the beat (continuation phase). In this study, we investigated the hypothesis that Parkinson's disease (PD) patients with clinical symptoms of freezing of gait (FOG) exhibit exaggerated motor timing deficits. We predicted that dysrhythmia is exacerbated when finger tapping is stopped temporarily and then reinitiated under the guidance of an internal representation of the beat. Healthy controls and PD patients with and without FOG performed the SCT with and without the insertion of a 7-second cessation of motor tapping between synchronization and continuation phases. With no interruption between synchronization and continuation phases, PD patients, especially those with FOG, showed pronounced motor timing hastening at the slowest inter stimulus intervals during the continuation phase. The introduction of a gap prior to the continuation phase had a beneficial effect for healthy controls and PD patients without FOG, although patients with FOG continued to show pronounced and persistent motor timing hastening. Ratings of freezing of gait severity across the entire sample of PD tracked closely with the magnitude of hastening during the continuation phase. These results suggest that PD is accompanied by a unique dysrhythmia of measured movements, with FOG reflecting a particularly pronounced disruption to internal rhythmic timing.
Introduction
The ability to control and regulate the timing of rhythmic motor movements is not only necessary for pursuits such as dance and music, but is inherent to more commonplace activities such as speech and gait. Renewed interest in the biologic process of motor timing emphasizes that key brain regions, including the basal ganglia, cerebellum, and frontal cortex, are necessary for successful completion of rhythmic motor timing tasks (Coull and Nobre, 2008; Ivry and Spencer, 2004; Meck et al., 2008 ). Parkinson's Disease (PD) manifests with a relative "dysrhythmia" of motor movements, and symptoms correlate with neurodegenerative changes to frontal and striatal regions necessary for optimal motor timing (Harrington et al., 1998; O'Boyle et al., 1996; Paster et al., 1992; Riederer and Wuketich, 1976) . Early in PD, patients are unable to rhythmically coordinate alternating motor movements (the severity of dysmetria is routinely evaluated in the fingers, hands, and feet). Over time, more significant manifestations of abnormal motor timing evolve, and can include palilalia (where the timing of speech articulation is altered such that patients have a stuttering-type cadence to speech) and gait impairment (Heremans et al., 2013; Morris et al., 2008; Schaafsma et al., 2003; Skodda and Schlegel, 2008) . In select cases, gait can even be an early manifestation of abnormal motor timing such as in the postural instability gait disorder (PIGD) variant of PD.
Gait dysfunction in PD is one of the greatest sources of morbidity in patients, and can manifest with stride-to-stride timing variation, slower cadence, motor festination (a rapid series of increasingly shortened strides that can result in a fall or cessation of movement), and freezing of gait-a complete arrest of movement in the lower extremities lasting up to twenty to thirty seconds at a time (Morris et al., 2008; Schaafsma et al., 2003) . Patients often experience an episode of freezing when forced to adapt stride length and tempo such as with turning, transitioning from carpet to tile floor, or stopping and reinitiating movement (Nutt et al., 2011; Rahman et al., 2008) . Freezing of gait (FOG) and gait festination are often seen in concert, as the PD neurodegenerative process results in impaired coordination of basal ganglia and cortical structures necessary for proficient internal motor cue production (Iansek et al., 2006; Morris et al., 2008) . However, festination and freezing are not necessarily confined to the lower extremities, but similar phenomena are evident in speech such as palilalia (Moreau et al., 2007; Skodda and Schlegel, 2008) and fine motor tasks of the upper extremity (Almeida et al., 2002; Nakamura et al., 1976; Nieuwboer et al., 2009) . Several studies looking at freezing in the upper extremities in patients with FOG have suggested that freezing is indicative of a global phenomenon of problems with motor control and timing (Nieuwboer et al., 2009; Vercruysse et al., 2012a; Vercruysse et al., 2012b) . Patients with festination and FOG do experience considerable improvement when provided an external sensory cue such as a metronome or visual stimuli (Arias and Cudeiro, 2010; Lee et al., 2012; Spildooren et al., 2012) . Clinical evidence suggests that unlike PD patients without freezing and festination, patients with these symptoms suffer an exaggerated disturbance in the maintenance of internally cued rhythmic motor movements (Iansek et al., 2006; Morris et al., 2008) .
Experimentally, rhythmic motor timing is elegantly measured using the synchronizationcontinuation task (SCT). This task requires participants to first match their finger tapping to a series of uniformly spaced auditory beats, which is called the synchronization phase (Wing and Kristofferson, 1973) . After a specified time period of synchronization tapping, the auditory beats are then extinguished, but the participant must continue tapping at the same rhythmic beat for another set time period, called the continuation phase (Wing and Kristofferson, 1973) . Optimal performance is measured by how well a participant can entrain a rhythmic motor response to an external auditory stimulus and then maintain this timed motor response using an internal representation of the timing pace (Coull and Nobre, 2008; Jones et al., 2011) . Using this task, we have shown that PD patients perform the synchronization phase better than the continuation phase and are prone to tap ahead of the beat, or "hasten" (Jones et al., 2011) . We believe this hastening pattern resembles the clinical phenomena of festination seen in speech and gait as these are also characterized by the speeding up of movement. Experimentally, festination has classically been defined broadly as movement that exceeds an experimental control by a specified margin (Jones et al., 2011; Logigian et al., 1991; Moreau et al., 2007) .
The overarching goal of this study was to better define motor timing deficits unique to PD patients with FOG (PD-FOG). We investigated the hypothesis that PD patients with FOG experience a particularly pronounced disruption in rhythmic motor timing. Based on our prior study, we predicted that PD patients with and without FOG would more accurately synchronize their motor timing to an externally paced auditory cue (synchronization phase). We also expected to replicate the pattern that PD patients, compared to healthy controls, would hasten their motor timing "ahead of the beat" in the absence of an auditory cue (continuation phase) when the rhythm was being maintained by internal cues. However, we predicted that this hastening pattern would be most pronounced in PD-FOG patients.
A further extension of this study was the introduction of a forced pause in tapping between synchronization and continuation phases of the SCT task. This sequence of rhythmic motor performance followed by stopping of movement and then re-initiation of rhythmic tapping was intended to pattern the difficulties with festinating motor movements that commonly occur with movement re-initiation in PD-FOG patients. We predicted that PD-FOG patients would exhibit even greater exaggeration of the festinating tapping pattern following the interruption and re-initiation of rhythmic motor movements (i.e., when synchronization and continuation phases were non-continuous).
Results

Clinical Variables
A total of 53 participants met appropriate criteria: 14 PD-FOG, 20 PD patients without FOG (PD-C), and 19 older healthy controls (OHC). Patient demographics are described in Table  1 . With matched variables, groups were statistically similar in age and gender distribution, and PD groups had similar disease duration and years since diagnosis. The Freezing of Gait Questionnaire (FOG-Q) score was also significantly greater in the PD-FOG group compared to the PD-C group (p<0.0001). All participants had a similar Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) score and years of education. Subjective quality of life appeared worse in those with FOG as evidenced by higher Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) Part II (p<0.0001), Parkinson's Disease Questionaire-39 (PDQ-39) (p<0.0001), and Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale (CES-D) scores (p<0.02). L-dopa equivalents were greater in the PD-FOG group than in the PD-C group (p=0.006).
Synchronization Accuracy
Three fixed predictors-Group, Inter Stimulus Interval (ISI), and Tap Time (i.e. the relative error over the duration of the phase)-were used as fixed effects in modeling the LMM during synchronization. Two random effect parameters were also included: an intercept for subject-by-subject variation, and the slope based on Tap Time for each subject. The best fitting linear mixed model (LMM) based on Akaike information criterion (AIC) included all two-way interactions and main effects as fixed effects. Within both the fixed and random effects, Tap Time was best fit with a natural spline consisting of four degrees of freedom (see Supplementary Table 1 for the model coefficients and confidence intervals).
We focused on the three two-way interactions with particular focus on Group effect. During synchronization, relative accuracy was close to optimal (i.e., 1.00), and all participants were able to accurately sync their motor timing to an external auditory cue (Fig. 1) . PD participants (both non-freezers and freezers) showed a tendency to be ahead of the beat. PD-FOG showed a tendency to have less of a hastening than PD-C during the 250ms interval, yet hastening was more severe in this group at the 500 ms and 750 ms ISIs intervals. To evaluate if certain ISIs were indeed more challenging to synchronize, we collapsed across all participants and evaluated accuracy in each ISI across the duration of the trial (i.e. two-way interaction of ISI by Tap Time, Fig. 2A ). An initial hastening of motor timing was present across all three ISIs, but participants adjusted across the duration of the trial. Next, to evaluate how synchronization performance varied by group over time, we focused on the two-way interaction of Group by Tap Time (Fig. 2B) . Differences emerged between PD and OHC groups in the first quarter of taps across trial runs. All PD patients began synchronization ahead of the beat, but rapidly adjust tapping rhythm to sync with the auditory beat rhythm, achieving high accuracy similar to OHC levels across the remainder of the phase. These results emphasize that all participants were able to synchronize, but distinctions between groups were more apparent early, rather than later during synchronization.
Continuation Accuracy
To model relative error during continuation, we used four fixed effect predictors: Gap Presence, ISI, Group, and Tap Time. Two random effect parameters were also included: an intercept for subject-by-subject variation and a slope based on Tap Time for each subject. The best fitting LMM based on AIC included a full four-way interaction of the fixed effects, along with all lower order interactions and the main effects. Within both the fixed and random effects, Tap Time was best fit with a natural spline consisting of three degrees of freedom (see Supplementary Table 2 for the model coefficients and confidence intervals).
Figure 3 reveals clear group differences in relative error patterns during continuation. In the normal SCT without the gap (Fig. 3 , left panel), OHCs showed slight hastening at the fastest 250 ms ISI, minimal relative error at the 500 ISI, and pronounced hastening during 750ms ISI. PD-Cs performed slightly ahead of the beat, with the most pronounced difference at the 750 ms ISI. PD-FOGs evidenced pronounced hastening at the two slowest ISIs, exceeded hastening patterns of PD-Cs.
Introducing an interruption in motor tapping between synchronization and continuation phases (i.e., the gap condition; Fig. 3 , right panel) had several effects on motor timing patterns across groups during continuation. OHCs slowed down, showing a lag at 250 and 500 ms, but performance was close to optimal. Performance during the 750 ISI was unchanged compared to the non-gap SCT. Most interestingly, PD-Cs improved, and were more accurate following the gap at the 250 and 500 ms ISIs. In contrast, the PD-FOG group worsened in tapping performance at the 500 and 750 ms ISIs.
To better understand the change in accuracy performance over the length of the continuation phase, we illustrated relative error over Tap Time (Fig. 4) . At the 250 ms ISI, there was little group separation. In the non-gaps trials, PD-Cs did appear to hasten early in the trial. When a gap was introduced, OHCs tended to lag early on, but all participants showed a similar pattern of lagging performance as the phase continued. The most apparent group differences occurred at the 500 ms interval (center column). At the 500 ms no-gap condition (topcenter), OHCs showed close to ideal performance (i.e., a relative error of 1.00), whereas PD patients hastened ahead of the beat with freezers having the most dramatic hastening compared to both other groups. Following the gap interval between synchronization and continuation (bottom-center), PD-Cs improved performance to such an extent that they were indistinguishable from OHCs. In contrast, freezers maintained a hastening performance. They were far ahead of the beat for the first two thirds of the trial, slowing only in the last third to a level comparable to the other groups. While we speculate that this slowing in the latter parts of the trial may be fatigue, it is apparent that PD-FOG patients do not have a similar response after the gap as PD-Cs. Finally, within the longest ISI of 750 ms, (rightmost column), for both non-gap (top-right) and gap (bottom-right) trials, all groups showed a tendency towards hastening, with some slowing and improvement in accuracy noted in the latter half of the phase. Still, the pattern at 750 ms is similar to that seen at 500 ms ISI: OHCs, despite being ahead of the beat, demonstrated closest to ideal accuracy. PD patients hastened with the greatest degree of hastening seen in the PD-FOG group. Once again, the presence of a gap (bottom panel) resulted in PD-Cs recovering and performing more similarly to healthy controls. PD-FOG patients do not receive this benefit and may have some subtle worsening.
FOG-Q and Tapping Performance
As a secondary analysis, accuracy models of tapping performance were refit using the FOG-Q score as a performance predictor. This approach allowed us to assess if subjective severity of freezing symptoms predicted the extent of motor timing deficits. Since PD patients suffer a range of freezing severity, we included all PD patients in this analysis. Patients with greater symptom severity (higher FOG-Q scores) had a significantly worse hastening pattern during the continuation phase (Fig. 5) . To illustrate, patients with FOG scores of zero showed nearly ideal performance at the 250 and 500 ISIs with hastening only at the 750 ISI, while patients with large FOG scores (> 15) demonstrated markedly worse hastening at the 500 and 750 ISIs. Again, there appeared to be no timing benefit following the gap in patients with higher FOG-Q scores. These findings emphasize that the clinical symptoms of freezing severity follow a pattern of exaggerated hastening of finger tapping.
Discussion
The main objective of this study was to characterize motor timing deficits in PD, focusing on distinctions between PD patients with and without FOG symptoms. Study results emphasize that, while all participants can accurately tap in measured time to an external auditory cue, PD patients tap ahead of the beat when required to continue this pattern in the cue's absence. The pattern of hastening is analogous to "finger-tapping festination," which is more notable in patients with FOG and follows the severity of FOG symptoms as measured by the FOG-Q. Motor hastening continues in the PD-FOG group when there is a pause between synchronization and continuation (at the 500 and 750 ISI). A key difference in performance in the gap trials was that PD-Cs and OHCs experience timing benefit following a gap whereas the PD-FOG group do not. Taken together, disrupted control of measured movements appears a hallmark of PD, and the hastening pattern of rhythmic motor movements in the absence of an external cue seen in the upper extremities in this study mirrors the clinical phenomenology evident in PD patients with FOG. The inability for freezers to optimize performance following the gap phase suggests that internal rhythmic cue production-and possibly rhythmic temporal perception-is associated with symptoms of freezing and gait problems. We discuss these findings in the context of the neuronal control of motor timing as it relates to the neurodegenerative process in PD.
During the synchronization phase, all groups were able to accurately tap in time to the auditory cue, but PD patients began slightly ahead of the beat, adjusting over the duration of the phase to a more accurate performance. This finding replicates previous studies using the SCT (Avanzino et al., 2013; Freeman et al., 1993; Jones et al., 2011) and clinical observations that gait initiation failure and festinating gait cadence improves with the addition of an external auditory cue (Arias and Cudeiro, 2010; Lee et al., 2012; Praamstra et al., 1998; Spildooren et al., 2012) . Other sensory cues, most commonly visual stimuli (e.g. laser-generated line from a walker, or visually identifying a designated point on a floor) can be used to improve gait initiation and stride (Donovan et al., 2010; Rahman et al., 2008) . The neural process responsible for cue effectiveness in PD may include compensatory activation of distinct neural networks (Debaere et al., 2003; Samuel et al., 1997) . In the case of auditory cue synchronization, cerebellar-frontal networks are recruited during synchronization in PD, but not in healthy controls (Jahanshahi et al., 2010) . Overall, accurate performance during synchronization but not continuation emphasizes that while attentional processes to external cues are intact, the inability to maintain optimal performance in the absence of external cues is what differentiates PD patients from controls and mirrors the severity of gait symptoms.
During continuation, optimal tapping performance requires the integration of entrained internal rhythmic cues with appropriate motor output. Imaging studies emphasize that distinct frontal-striatal networks are required for optimal performance during continuation and included most predominantly the right dorsal-lateral prefrontal and supplementary motor cortex, putamen and thalamus (Jahanshahi et al., 2010; Koch et al., 2009; Rao et al., 1997) . We show that during the continuation phase, PD patients perform in a "unidirectional" manner -tapping ahead of the predetermined cue frequency. Older healthy controls show a similar pattern only at the slower 750 ms interval, but even here PD-Cs and PD-FOGs show a larger hastening effect than controls. This unidirectional nature-ahead of the established cue frequency-fits with our a priori hypothesis that festinating movements are globally manifest (i.e., not confined to the lower extremities) and worse in PD patients who freeze (Claassen et al., 2013; Jones et al., 2011) .
The pathophysiologic basis for festination requires more study, but abnormal oscillatory brain activity (Nakamura et al., 1978) and additive delays in internal motor cue production generated by the globus pallidus interna (a.k.a. "sequence effect") may account for this stereotyped symptom (Iansek et al., 2006; Morris et al., 2008) . This model postulates that altered motor cue production in the globus pallidus results in impaired signaling to the premotor and supplementary motor cortices, with progressive quickening of repetitive movements and then complete motor cessation or freezing episodes (Morris et al., 2008) . Rhythmic generators are not limited to a cerebral localization as they include the spinal cord and higher supraspinal neural networks, but ultimately they are coordinated in basal ganglia regions (Meck et al., 2008; Meck, 2006; Nutt et al., 2011) . FOG thus appears to be a clinical symptom characterized by dysrhythmia of measured movement, and associated with a progressive festinating pattern of motor timing (Heremans et al., 2013) . Future studies are needed to better define neuronal correlates of festination in PD as well as the connection between upper and lower extremity movement, but progressive fronto-striatal dysfunction may explain the stratified nature of festination severity (Jones et al., 2011) .
Patients often suffer freezing episodes when experiencing distracting stimuli (especially visual), resulting in an inability to restart and continue a habitual motor response (Nutt et al., 2011; Rahman et al., 2008) . FOG is therefore theorized by some to be secondary to impairments to the automaticity of initiating a learned motor response (Nutt et al., 2011; Spildooren et al., 2010; Vandenbossche et al., 2013) . Experimentally, we used different duration ISIs and presented a gap-phase to understand how re-initiation of a learned motor response was affected in PD -especially in those patients with FOG. Tapping at a faster ISIs (i.e. 250 ms) requires a habitual, automatic motor response, while tapping at slower ISIs (i.e. 500 ms and 750 ms) requires a more controlled motor response (Koch et al., 2009; Peters, 1989) . We show that a more negative relative error occurs in PD patients particularly during ISIs of 500 ms and 750 ms. Even though there is less time to make errors in the short duration 250 ms interval, these findings emphasize that PD-FOG patients suffer from impairments in restarting habitual motor responses that require more cognitive control. We speculate that gait therapy strategies, which can improve cognitive coordination of gait, may provide significant benefit to patients.
With the introduction of the gap, performance in healthy controls and PD patients improved, especially at the 500 ms ISI interval, but this benefit was not evident in PD-FOG patients. We hypothesized that PD-FOG would indeed have more problems after a pause, given that difficulties with gait re-initiation characterize this population, but did not expect an improvement in the non-FOG groups (Nutt et al., 2011; Praamstra et al., 1998; Rahman et al., 2008) . The lack of benefit in FOG patients may be explained by several factors including impairments to motor memory consolidation, accentuated deficits in internal motor cue generation, and altered temporal perception (Heremans et al., 2013; Nutt et al., 2011) . This finding also argues against fatigue being the main driver of hastening performance, as all participants were able to "rest" from tapping for a fixed interval, but only FOG patients continued this hastening pattern.
In summary, this work provides compelling evidence that PD is a disorder characterized by motor timing deficits, and motor festination is a generalized phenomenon not linked to gait symptoms alone. The strong link between severity of unidirectional (hastening) dysrhythmia and clinical symptoms of FOG emphasizes that progressive frontal-striatal dysfunction may account for this clinical phenomena, and therapies targeting improvements of motor timing may offer improvements in gait symptoms of PD.
Experimental Procedure
Participants
Participants represented three groups: PD patients with clinical symptoms of FOG (PD-FOG), PD patients without FOG symptoms (PD-C), and older healthy controls (OHC). PD participants were examined by movement disorder Neurologists (C.T. and D.C.) and were identified based on the presence or absence of clinical symptoms consistent with FOG, as determined by clinical history and exam. All groups were matched for age and gender, and PD groups were additionally matched for disease duration and years since diagnosis. All PD patients met the UK Parkinson Brain Bank criteria for a diagnosis of PD (Hughes et al., 1992) and completed the FOG-Q (Giladi et al., 2000) to establish the extent of subjective FOG symptoms. Participants were excluded if demented (either a MoCA with a score less than 17 (Nasreddine et al., 2005) or a concerning clinical behavioral interview by S.W and D.C.), experienced concomitant neurologic or psychiatric co-morbidities, or could not complete a finger-tapping task due to musculoskeletal disability. All PD patients were taking dopamine therapy and were tested in the "On" medication state, but excluded if they had deep brain stimulation. Mood was assessed using the CED-S (Radloff, 1977) . The UPDRS Part II and III (Fahn et al., 1987) and the PDQ-39 (Peto et al., 1998) were used to estimate the motor and clinical severity of PD. L-dopa daily equivalent was calculated to estimate daily dopamine requirements (Tomlinson et al., 2010) . The Vanderbilt Institutional Review Board approved the study, and written informed consent was received from all participants.
Task
The SCT was administered to all participants in the same quiet room using the same study apparatus. Participants sat in front of a laptop computer and tapped on a drum pad connected to an amplifier, which recorded the tapping response. The participants were instructed to tap with the same preferred index finger throughout the entire task. During the initial synchronization phase, a constant metronome beat was presented through head phones for a total of 33 stimuli. Cessation of the beat signified the beginning of the continuation phase where the participant continued to tap at the same tempo. In the normal SCT, the transition between tapping in the synchronization and continuous phases was uninterrupted. In the gap-SCT, the participants ceased tapping for seven seconds after the synchronization phase before re-initiating tapping to complete the continuation phase. To convey these instructions, the word TAP was presented in green font on the screen to indicate that the participant should tap to the beat (synchronization) or at the same perceived beat frequency as before (continuation phase). The word PAUSE in orange font was presented between synchronization and continuation phases during the gap-SCT task to instruct the participant to cease tapping for the 7 second delay. The word TAP then reappeared to re-initiate tapping during the continuation phase. Each trial of taps (synchronization plus continuation phases) ended with the word STOP appearing on the screen in red font.
During the continuation phase, participants were instructed to tap at the same frequency of the beat heard during the preceding synchronization phase until the word STOP appeared on the screen, which occurred following 33 registered taps. Response times were recorded in milliseconds and compared to a running clock that began when the instructions to TAP appeared. The auditory beats for both the normal SCT and gap-SCT were presented at three different ISI: 250 ms, 500 ms and 750 ms. These were selected based on our previous study when PD patients showed differences to healthy control when ISIs were less than 1000 ms (Jones et al., 2011) . Each participant completed the SCT and gap-SCT tasks four times at all three frequencies, resulting in a total of 24 trials. The normal SCT was completed before the gap-SCT, with a 10-minute break between the SCT and gap-SCT trials. ISIs were presented in a random order across tasks and participants. All patients began the experiment 30-45 minutes after their last L-dopa dose, which was done to optimize performance in the "On" medication state during the entire task.
Tapping data: outliers and cleanup
Inter Tap Intervals (ITIs) that exceeded the ISI by > 50% were removed, as these represented either missed taps or a failure of the program to record a tapping event. The experimental device and program captured 33 tapping events in each phase before advancing to the next phase or trial. At data analysis, certain taps intervals were excessively delayed, which are typically the result of reduced force (the device failed to record required taps) or high variability in the initial trials of a phase. To correct for these, we removed the first three tapping events in both phases and also applied a statistical method to remove outlier observations using the MAD approach. Identification of outlier observations was based on tempo, gap presence, and phase (12 total). To preserve the maximum amount of data, we identified a single optimal median absolute deviance (MAD) threshold. The optimum was reached by 'repeatedly cleaning' tapping data with thresholds ranging from one to three, by steps of 0.01, and determining the amount of data removed at each threshold. An optimal smoothing spline was fit to the resultant power curve, and an inflection point estimated an optimal threshold of 1.35 MAD around the median (Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Each combination of conditions was then cleaned based on this MAD threshold, leaving 79,016 taps (6.66% removed). Remaining data was cleaned on a trial-by-trial basis and trials removed where recorded tap count fell outside the range of three MAD around the median. Five participants were removed (three PD-FOG, one PDC and one OHC), as they had an excessive amount of trials removed (i.e., more than the median + three MAD trials, or >12 incomplete trials). This process resulted in the removal of 9,590 taps, or 12.14% of the data, leaving 53 participants with 69,426 taps in the final dataset.
Analysis
Descriptive data was analyzed by independent t tests when comparing the two PD groups. When comparing all three groups, an ANOVA was performed with a Bonferroni correction to account for multiple comparisons. We used LMMs to assess the repetitive tapping data. Analyses were conducted using the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2014) within R (R Core Team, 2014) . For each reported model, we evaluated multiple models and selected the bestfitting model based on AIC (Burnham and Anderson, 2002) . Like the method described in our prior work (Jones et al., 2011) , we measured accuracy by calculating relative error for each tap based on inter-tap interval divided by inter-stimulus interval: ITI/ISI. The resultant relative error value could then be compared across different ISIs and possessed a directionality component: scores of one represented ideal tapping, whereas scores less than one were ahead of the beat (i.e., "leading" or "hastening") and scores greater than one are behind the beat (i.e., "lagging").
In creating the LMMs, a single model including both synchronization and continuation (i.e., both levels of Task Phase) was not possible as the presence or absence of a gap affected the outcome of the continuation phase only. The gap presence factor had no impact on synchronization because synchronization occurs prior to the presence or absence of a gap and is identical regardless of gap presence condition. Instead, we fit separate models for each Task Phase based on the relevant fixed effect factors within our paradigm, which are summarized as follows: 1) Synchronization Analysis: Group (categorical: OHC, PD-C, or PD-FOG), ISI (categorical: 250 ms, 500 ms, or 750 ms), and Tap Time (continuous); 2) Continuation Analysis: Gap Presence (categorical: gap or no gap), ISI, Group, and Tap Time. To avoid model convergence errors due to high parameter complexity, for both set of models we limited random effects to an intercept for each subject and a slope over tap time for each subject.
It was necessary to normalize tap time across the different ISIs to make meaningful comparisons across tap time. Consider the duration of trials across two different ISIs involving the same number of taps: a 250 ms and a 500 ms ISI trial, each consisting of 30 taps within synchronization. The 250 ms trial would take 7.5 seconds to complete 30 taps, while the 500 ms trial would take 15 seconds to complete 30 taps. To account for this, tap time was divided by ISI to create a normalized tap time (e.g. 7.5sec/250 ms = 0.03 and 15sec/500 ms = 0.03). Additionally, all continuation trials were aligned to start at 0s of normalized time to make direct comparisons meaningful irrespective of whether or not a gap occurred. All of the figures presented in these analyses reflect these transformations.
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